Across
1 Snapper with American flower (6)
5/9 Save each apple in a terrible cliche from 11 (3,1,4,1,1,6)
10 Mugs first pair of cheats before cricket officials' anger is dispelled (6)
11 Regular rush after security device gets broken in live show (12)
13 See 22 Down
14 Grey skies seen from Dover Castle (8)
15 Larcenous, unethical at heart, bringing on terrible hives (8)
18 Has nothing with poles (4)
20 Grasses surround poor cobbler who dribbles a lot (12)
23 Quick kisser and inhabitant of LBJ's pocket? (6)
24 Disentangles a French bolero? (8)
25 Hungry from ill-use, I am overwhelmed by cost of accommodation (8)
26 See 21 Down

Down
2 Endlessly decorous line (4)
3 Is concerned about small dog beginning to eat vegetable (9)
4 Follow display featuring our times (6)
5 Leo hurt Crockett badly, witnesses swear to him (5,2,3,5)
6 Bats, almost countless bats! (8)
7 Stamping ground of last rich relation (5)
8 Annihilating five, even in Camp Four - setter to tell all (10)
12 Stud cuddles blonde, not ditzy to start with, worried about her introduction to host of 11 (3,7)
15 TV's Jonathan protected by insurance policy defect (5,4)
16 Story with internal rhythm bearing fruit (4,4)
19 Dancing baronet gets up after a short time, right? (6)
21/26 Retest break, surprisingly featuring saxophone solo not played by 12 (5,6)
22/13 Oddly noble use for puritan (8)